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THE DEFTER-I MUFASSAL OF KAMANIÇE FROM CA.1681-AN 
EXAMPLE OF LATE OTTOMAN TAHRIR. RELIABILITY, 

FUNCTION, PRINCIPLES OF PUBLICATION. 

Dariusz Kolodziejczyk 

In October 1672 the Ottoman dragoman Panaioti congratulated the 
' French arnbassadar in Istanbul on the fortunate conjuction that provided two 

great monarchs -Mehmed IV and Louis XIV- with their respective successes 
in Poland and in the Netherlands. Ct> Thanks to the novel written by Henryksi
enkiewicz (also author of Quo vadis), the history of the loss of Kam'janec' 
(Pol. Kamieniec Podolski) is well known to every Polish child. Unfortunately 
the later period was completely neglected and the stereotypes about the "bar
barian night" survived· until today. The multiethnic and multireligious provin
ce of Podolia was the only part of the Polish-Lithuanian Comonwealth to fall 
under the direct rule of the Porte. It must be said that:after 20 years of wars 
and recent partition of the Ukraine between Paland and R!.!ssia in 1667 many 
Ukrainian Cossacks and peasants greeted the Ottomans with · hope. This is 
confınned in the Ottoman chronicles of Haci Ali aiıd Silahdar, and in Polish 
soıırces as well. C2> The traditional Ottoman policy of supporting the Orthodox 
Ukrainian peasants against Polish Catholic nobles and the so-called millet 
policy towards Annenian aİıd Jewish merchants had the result that only the 
Polish Catholic community could be considered as totally opposed to the 
new rulers. 

1. A. Galland, JournaL .• pendant son sejour a Constantinople /1672-1673/, ed. Ch. Schefer, v. 1, 
Paris 1881, p. 225. 
2. Hacı Ali, Fethnôme-i Kamaniçe, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Lala İsmail 304, f. 101 a; Silalıdar 
tarihi, v.l, p. 610; comparc: Copia di relationc venuta dalla Corte di Polonia: [the Turksi "dichiMa
tosi di trattare male la solta nobilta e bene la gente rostica", in: 1, Wolinski, "Materialy do dzicjow 
wojııy polskotureckiej 1672-1676" (Studia i Matuialy do Historii Wojskowosci, X, part 1,1964, 
p.260) 
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The administrative division of the European part of the Ottoman Empi
re was based on the shape set already in the mid-sixteenth century when out 
of the mother-province of Rumelia several new eyalets were created. Since 
the later wars did not bring substantial new territorial accesions, only a few 
mostly sınaller border provinces were created. These were: Özü on the Black 
Sea shore,Eger and Kanija in Hungary,'Yanova and Varad in Transylvania, 
Uyvar in Hungarian Slovakia, Crete, wd fınally, Kamaniçe.<J> 

The immense role of tahrir as a basic tool in Ottoman bureaucracy is 
widely acknowledged, although one stili discuss its reliability as demograp
hic and economic source. When analyzing the information contained in del
ters, one should remember that the main reason for their creation was a prac
tical, fiscal, and not an abstract, statistical concem. Thus, several categories 
of reaya that were exempted from taxation may not have been included in a 
mujassal. Also pious foundations which were alienated from miri and often 
comprised en tire villages, usually d id not appear in the register. <4> However, 
this does not disqualify the Ottoman defter as a statistical source. Even con
temporary censuses prepared with the help of modern technology do not 
cover a population entirely. One could ask how many illegal immigrants 
from Latin Arnerica live in our days in the United States? How many gece 
kondu is built yearly in Istanbul? If treated carefully ·and used together with 
other extant sources, the Ottoman defters form an invaluable source of data 
for demographic and economic historians. · 

In the numerous articles written by Profs. Halil İnalcik, Gyula Kaldy
Nagy, Vera Mutafcieva, Douglas Howard and others one fınds several expla
nations why from the end of the sixteenth century the practice of preparing 
new mufassals became more and more uncommon. Often, contents of an old 
defter were mechanically copied into .the new one.<~> This phenomenon, tra
ditionally linked with the Seventeenth Century Crisis and rising corruption in 
the Ottoman bureaucracy, rather more reflected fundamental changes in the 
Ottoman military and financial structure. The traditional taxes registen!d in 
provincial mujassals no langer constituted a main sorurce of state income. 

3. See Halil Inalcık,The Ottorruın Empire: The Clııssical Age 1300-1600 (New York and London, 
1973). p. 106; Andreas Sirken, Die Provinzen des Osmanichen Reiches (Wicsbadcn, 1976), passim. 
The tatter monograph, bascd alması cxclusively on the Ouoman chroniclcs and Evli ya Çclcbi's Seya· 
luzJname, needs aidıival verification. Several "meıeoric" provinccs, cspccially in Hungaıy and Cau
casus, existcd for short ıieriods only to be lost. abolishcd, or subsumcd into biggcr ent itics. 
4. Hcath W. Lowıy "The Onoman taJırir defterleri as a sourec for social and cconomic history: pit
falls and limitations, Sudiesin Defterology. Ottorruın Society in the fifteenth and si:deenJ CenJuries, 
The Isis Press. Istanbul 1992, p. 10. Kaldy-Nagy, "Dcr Qucllenwcrt dcr Tahrir Defterleri fi!r die Os
manischc Wirtschaftsgcschichtc," Osmanische Stud.ien v.ır Wirlschafts ·und Sozialgesclıichte. In 
memorfum Vanco Boskov, ed. Hans Georg Majcr (Wicsbadcn, 1986): 76-83. 
S. Kaldy-Nagy, "Administration of Sanjaq Regisırations''., p. 189. 
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11ıis w as secun~d by new, extraordinaıy taxes, known un der the comon name of · 
avariz. Also the timar-holders, though surviving well into the eighteenth cen

twy, lost their importance as an elite militaıy fonnation. The provincial cavalry 

was gradually supplanted by infantry equipped with fireanns. The Ottoman aut

horities often preferred lo convert tirnar incomes into cash by fonuing them out 

asa mukataa, instead of maintaining inefficient sipahi fonnations.<6) 

In the second half of the seventeenth century, new provincial defters were 

prepared almost exclusively in newly conquered or ~onquered provinces. In the 

B.aşbakanlık Arşivi in Istanbul, one finds a defter-i mufasSal of the eyaJet of Uyvar, 
founded in 1664,(7) accompanied by a detailed register of pious foundations.<8> 

From the same period there is a defter of the eyaJet of V arad, (9) and two defters 
from Crete.<9>These were by no means the last provincial registers, prepared in the 
Ottoman Empire. As Iate as 1727-1728 (1140 AH) a new series of mufassal regis

ters was drawn up in both the eastem (Tebriz, Nakhichevan, (Gandzha){l l) and 
northem borderlands (Xotyn).<12> It is in this context that one should trace the his
tory of the drawing up of the defter-i mufassal of Karnaniçe. 

6. See lnalcilc, "The Socio-Political Effects of the Diffusion of F"ıre-amı.s in the Middle East", W~, 
Technology and Society in the MüJd.k East, ed. VJ. Pany and M.E. Yapp (London, 1975): 195-
217; idcm, "Military and Fiscal Transfonnation in the Ottoman Empire," Archivum Ottomanicum, 6 
(1980): 283-337; Metin Kunt, The Su/Jan's Servants. The TransfortTUJJion ofOttoman Provincitıl 
GovernmenJ 1550-1650 (New York, 1983), p. 98; Douglas Howard, "The Ottoman tirnar system and 
its ıransfomıation 1563-1656" (Ph. D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1987), p. 167. 
7. BA, TT (Tapu Tabrir) 698. Fragnıcnts were published in J. Kabrda, "Tureck6 pramene vzt'akujılce 
sa na dejiny tureckaho pansıva na Slovensku, "Historicky casopis, 4 (1956): 156-169 (the provincial 
kanunname); 1. Blaskoviç, "Tureck'y danovy supis Nitrianskej zupy z r. 1664," Agriku/Jıiro.. Zbor
nik pre dejiny pol'nohospotUirstva na Slovensku, 10 (1971): 29-37; idem, "Ein tü.ı:kisches Steucrver
zcichnis aus dem Bezirk Zabokreky aus dem Jahre 1664, ~'Archiv orien/4/ni 45 (1977): 201-10; 
idcm, "Zicmie lcnnc (hass) naıniestnika Nowych Zaınk6w w latach 1664:- 1 68~,'' Ksiega dia uczcze
nia pamitci }ana Reychnuına = Rocznik Orienliılistyczny 38 ( 1976): 83-92. 
8. SA, TT 794. Fragnıcnts published by: J. Blaskovic, "Das Sultansdekret (Sünurname) über das 
Vakf im Bezirk Nov6 Z3mky,'' Arehiv orienttilni, 42 (1972): 300-309; idem, "Vakfy v 
novouimoc)com a.nitrianskom okrese," Histarieki stıidie, 18 (1973): 265-75. 
9. BA, TT795 (dated 1075 = 1664/1665). • 
10. BA, TT 820 (mufassa.l) and TT 785·(apparently an icmai datcd 1060 = 1650; the fırst bcars a 
tugra of Mchmed IV (1648-1687), and should be dated between 1648-1669 s ince it does not contain 
a registration of Candia, conquered in 1669. The Ottomans did not wait compiling a~ until the 
complete conquest of the island. According to the Ottoman chroniclc of Naima, afready in 1645 
(1055 AH) Hasan Efendi, considered a sober and knowledgeablc man, was appointed to the task of 
preparing the provincial registcr. The register was to contain all pious foundations, shops and houses 
with names oftheir owners (ve tahrir-i vilayet ve evkaf ve diikluınin ve buyulve emloga ubab Hasan 
Efendi perlıizluzr ve salüb-i vukuf olmagüı nuı'mur oldu), Mustafa Naima, R4117A1ü7-hüseynft lwJa. 
SIJJi ahbari'l-hajik.ayn [l'arih-i Na'ima} (Istanbul, 1864-1866/1281-1283 AH), voL 4, p. 161. 
ll. BA, TT 903, 904, 906, 908 - see Bemard Lewis, "Registers on Itan and Adhaıbayjan in the Ot! o
man Defter-i Khaqani," Mikınges d'OrienliJlisme offerts 4 Henri Massi (Teheran, 1963); 259~3; 
Gandzlıa -a city in Azerbaijan, after the Russian conquest called Elizavcıpol and then Kirovabad in 
the Soviet period. 
~· BA, TT 899 (a copy of the thfter-imufassal ofthesancakofHotin) 
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A glimpse at the chronological table of events on the Polish-Ottoman 
border shows that out cif the twenty seven years of Ottoman rule in Podolia, 
for nineteen years this rule was confined to the surrounded and blockaded 
fortress, and the beylerbeyi of Podolia was in fact only the commander of 
the garrison in Karn'janec'. Only in ·the periods between Bucac and Xotyn 
(1672-1673) on one hand; and betweeQ Zuravno and Vienna (1676-1683) on 
the other, can we speak about a normaHy functioning eyalet. The fırst pro
vincial tahrir drawri up in 1672 is not extant although is referred to several 
times as defter-i atik in the later sources. The second mufassal "from 1681 
was prepared by the provincial surveyor (muharrir-i vilayet) Halil Efendi 
under supervisio!l of_ ~e gox_~rrıC?.r, ı;>~ft~rd!!f Ahmed Pasha, an,d tl:!~ . l~al 
cadi, Ahmed bin Musa. Linguistic-analyzis of distortions appearing in the 
Ukranian personal names registered in the defter may prove Bulgarian ori-
gin of census-takers and scribes. · 

Aside from being a mine of systematic survey data on the predomi
nantly rurallife of Podolia, a few other types of entries end entire documents 
were included into the defter. These are lists of expected revenues from 
trade, commerce, and other sources which were assigned to the havass of 
the sultan and the local beylerbeyi, a lists of.all the territorial-administrative 
subdivisions of the province, various lists and narrative documents relating to 
ev kof of Ahmed Köprülü and Kara Mustafa, and list of miscellaneous sour
ces of revenue such as waterrnills and fish ponds. An outstanding document 
entered at. the very end of the defterisa long protacal of delimitation desen
hing in detail the Podolian portion of the border between the Ottoman Empi
re and the Polish-Lithuanian Comrnonwealth. 

An assumption that the Podolian defter-i mufassal was used exclusi
vely in the organisation of the obsolescent tirnar system would be incorrect. 
Incomes apportioned to the timars comprised only a part of the total provin
cial income. Once a survey was Iriade any new taxation and future ineome 
estimate could be easily established. The mufassal could have been useful in 
the preparation of the cizye register.<13> The mufassal was used for solving 
border disputes .with the Polish local authorities. Alsa it could have been 
used in reso!ving disputes among the local inhabitants . . 

13. Gyula Katdy-Nagy examined the defter-i mufassal from 1579 and cizye register from 1582 pre
pared for the terriıory of the sancak of Szigetvar. For most villages the number of households regis
ıcred in both deflers is identical. This does not give a sufficenı proof that cizye regisıers were prepa
red on the basis of lahrirs, but it is likely that the surveyors charged with preparing cizye registers 
used provincial mufassals at least for control and comparison, see Gyula Kaldy- Nagy, "Bevölke
rungsstatistischer Quellcnwcrt der Gizye- Defter und der Tahrir- Defter," Acta Orii:rıliılia Ac'ademi-
ae Scienliarum Hungaricae 1 1 (1960): 259-69, esp. pp. 264-65). · 
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An inter'esting example occured in the district of Cortkiv. Two villages 
left on the Polish side during the delimitation of borders were erroneously or 
deliberately registered in the mufassal as belonging to Ottoman Podolia. 
After a written intervention ~ttested in Polish sources, a margial note was en
tered,..in the defter, "because the .abovementioned viiiage is located on the 
border it is registered in the delimitation protocol as being owned in comman 
with the Poles; let nobody be unaware ofthis."04) 

Judging by the way the Podolian defter was used, the Ottomans stili re- . 
garded the provincial defter as an authoritative legal document, according to 
which all territorial claims could be checked and.resolved. It was no accident 
that event the grand vizier, Kara Mustafa, was so concerned .to include and 
confırm his vakiJ documents in the provincial register. He must have belie
ved that this was the best way to secure his and his descendents' future clairns. 

As far as toponomy is concerned, ibe more than nine hundred place
names registered in the defter niake it by far the richest such source until the 
twentieth century. Polish hearth and poll-tax registers from the mid
seventeenth century and sametimes even nineteenth century military maps 
are less detailed. Indeed today, after verious cataclysms and Soviet social ex
periments of collectivisation, there are much fewer settlements in Podolia 
than there were in the seventeenth century. Working with this unique source, 
one· often finds oneself wishing that the Ottonians had conquered and surve
yed more than just Podolia. Yet with only the Podolian register, historians 
not only of Ukraine and Poland, but of all lands of Eastern Europe have a so
urce with significant implications for their understanding of the rual .econo-
mies of their regions of study. · · 

The·reliability of our defter is also confırrned as c,oni::ems the rural pro
duction. An average grain crop per household was estimated by_ Ottoman 
census takers as about 3,000 kg, a. very close numöer to this established by 
Polish economic histarian Zytkowicz for central Paland in mid-seventeenth 
century. , , · · · · 

The date from defter challenge in part the black legend of "Turkish" 
occupation in Podolia. The population of Podolia was estimated as 96,000 by 
the end of the 16th century and was stili growing in the fırst half of the se
venteenth century.05). On the other hand after Karlowitz in İ700 the province 
was almost eoıpty. Thus it was easy to blame these barbarous Turks for · 
slaughtering a·hundred thousand of innocent citizens. However, the two other 

' sources were neglected until very recently. According to the Polish poll-tax 
register from 1662, after the great Cossack uprising of 1648 and subsequent 

14. "Kariye-i mezbur hududda vaki olmakla sunumarnede Leh ile müşa ve müşterek niukayyeddir 
gaflet olmıya," [369] . · · · 
15. A. Jablonowski, Polska XVI wiefaı pod wzgledem geograjicvıo-staiystyczrıym, v.8: Ziemie Rus
lde, Volyn i Podole, in: Zrodla dziejowe, v. XIX, Warszawa 1889, pp. 12,62,73. 
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wars Podolian population ·couıd reach only 55,000(16) According to the mu
fassal, in 1681 after oine years of Ottoman rule this number did not exceed 
40,000 (save soldiers of the garrison). (17) Catastrophic depoputation in 17th 
cenbıry Ukraine was extremely sharp in Podolia. Beside Cossack uprisings, 
Tatar raids, Polish and Russian pacifications, robberies, plagues and cli.matic 
changes, the Ottomans played their part in depopulating that province. Ho
wever they cannot be blamed for all of it,. as it has been done. On the cont
rary, they made some effo~ to resettle the southem part of this province, es
pecially along Twta (Dniester) Ri ver. 

Six years ago Tibor Halasi-Kun named three basic desiderala which a 
defter publicaıion should fulfill: 

1) fuU indexation, at least of the toponyms 
2) maps annexed to the book 
3) publicaıion of "pertinent, clearly legible and paginated facsi.miles 

with the texL"(I8) 

Colin Heywood. makes a capital remark, that "times of economic scarsity, 
times of tyranny and dictatorship would appear ... to be optimal ones for the 
production of satisfactory editions of talırir defters. What handset type and 
primitive equipmeot can produce in Tiflis and Tirana, ·it seems that internatio
nal ageodas for action, dıe support of prestigious foundations-, and the operatio- . 
nal beoefiıs of computer typesetting cannot yet fumish west of Trieste."(19) In-· 
deed. the communist regimes, due to ideological reasons, were strongly 
coocemed with studying and publishing of every sort of source for economic 
history that dealt widı massive phenomena and not meraly the history of elites. 

If measured by rigorous criteria listed above, only one publication of a 
defter-i mufasuzı that of Gustav Bayerle fits all of them. <20) Even such 
masterwodcs as defter publications by Halil Inalcilc and Bruce McGowan 
could be accused of laclcing full facsimilüı and personal indices. The main 
problem faced by the historians of Turkey, Balkans, and Hungary is the 
abuodaoce of sources and information. Tempted by the desire of quickly ren
dering accessibie as big a data-base as possible, as well as constrained by 
publishing costs and bard access to facsimilüı, editors. ofteo sacrifice the 
proper quality of publicaıion. which is considered ideal but unrealistic. 

16. Ardıiwum Glowne Alı Dawnych (Warszawa), ASK, oddz. I.sygn. 71, Poglowne genera/ne ... 
(PoU-ıax rcgistcr from 1662)- auıbor's cstimations 
17. Başbakanlık ~vi. Tapu Tahrir, ll 805. 
18. libor Halasi-Kum, "Somc DO(cs oıı O ıtoman Mu fassal Defter studies," Raiyyet Rüstümu. Essays 
~IIJd lo BaJilfiUJlc:ij;=Jolli7Ull o/Turkish Studies lO (1986): 163-66, esp. p. 165. ,' 
19. Hcywood., "bctwcaı lüstoricaraiytfı; p.336. · · · -~- ~ 
20. Gustav Baycrlc, OtloiiUUJiribules üı Bungary 1 According to Sixttenlh Century Tapu Registers 
of Norigmd (J1ıc llague aod Paris. 1973). 
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'Paradoxically, as concems the Podolian register, this problem should 
not exist. Since this is the only known extant defter-i mufassal dealing both 
with histarical Ukraine<21> and the territories of the fonner Polish-LÜhuanian 
Comrnonwealth, the necessity of its proper publication is out of question. In 
addi tion, because of their rarity the few registers prepared in Iate seventeenth 
century should be of a special interest of Ottomanists. W ere they an anachro
nism or stili part of a functioning institution?(22) The Kamaniçe defter evo
ked the interest of such prominent scholars as Zygmunt Abrahamowicz, Alan 
Fisher, Halil İnalcık, Metin Kunt, Onieljan Prits* and Jan Reychrnan. In 
'1984 Alan Fisher published a summary providing figures for the population, 
taxes, and crops in the nahiye of Kamjanac' (23) At the same time Zygmunt 
Abrahamowicz wrote an introductory article about the.lcontents of the provin
cial defter-i ruznamçe heldin Poznan.C24> Finally, in 1990 a doctoral disser
tation on the Ottoman rule of Podolia based on both Ottoman registers as 
well as Polish, Ottoman, and other sources was defended by this author at 
Warsaw University.<25) 

At the same time it was decided in Harvard Ukrainian Research Institu
te to publish the defter of Kalnaniçe and this author was able to work the last 
two years on its edition. The publication is designed so that both the Ottoman 
and non-Ottoman specialists will be able to fully read and interpret the text 
of the defter. The full text of the defter will be given in transcriptian and in 
facsimile in an accompanying volume. All narrative documents are fully 
translated in appendices, while narrative segments of the registry portion of 
the defter (headings and marginal comments) are fully translated in notes. To 
gain a sense of how the registry portion works, a sample translation for a rat
her typical viiiage was given. Since most of the defter -is essentially invento
rial and quantitative there would be little gained by transtating such portions. 
Instead a key to reading these parts is provid~d in the "How to Read the Def
ter" seetion of the introduction. There the reııder who has no familiarity with 
Ottoman is presented with an outline of the .system of recording used by the 
Ottoman surveyors and all that needs to be known to fully understand the 
untranslated portions, inciurling a catalogue of tenns and diehes found in the 

21. There are other defters ronceming the ıerriıoıy of preseni day Ukraine: Akkerman, K.ilia, Kefe 
ete. 
22. This problem was raised by Metin Kunt during oolloquim "Oıtoman sourees on the Uk.raiııe and 
Northcm Black Sca Countries" held at Harvard Uk.raiııian Rescareh Institute on 5--0 Ocıobcr 1989. 
23. Alan Fısher, "Ottoman Kamanets-Podolsk" Turks, Hungarüuıs and Kipcluzlcs. A Festschrift in 
HonorofTibor Halasi·Kun =Journal o/Turkish Studies 8 (1984): SS-83. 
24. Zygmunt Abralı~owicz. "Die lurkische Hemchaft in Podolien (1672-1699}: ll. Die administra
tivc Einıeilung des vilayet-i Kaıruuıiçe. Die türlcischcn Miliwlehen dasclbsL (Ein Voıbcrichı)," 
Hobsburgisch-osmanische Beziehungen, ed. And.reas Tieıı.c (VieM:ı, 1985), pp. 187-92. 
25. Dariusz Kolodziejcı.yk, tiEjalet kamieniecki 1672-1699. Studium z dziejow panowania turcekiego 
na Podolu" (doctoıal dissertation, Warsaw University: 1990, a revised and enlarged version in print}. 
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_ non-narative portions. Anned with this key, the sample translation, and the 
glossary the user should have no difficulty in reading the defter. Where there 
is the possibility of mistaken, ambiguous, or unclear rendition of the text, a 
full translations is given in a note. 

The commentary to the defter is to be found in notes anached to the 
text and in the introduction. Since this source will be of interest of scholars 
of various profıles, from Ottomanists and historians of Eastem Europe to Sla
vic ·philologists and specialists of economlc and demographic history, by ne
cessity the introduction includes infoimation which may seem besic to some 
readers. Aside from helping the reader to understand how the defter came 
into being and evaluate and interpret hs_ data, th,ejntroçluction ~f1~endeq to 
provide examples of the kinds of investigations that may be made on its 
basis. Certainly such a presentation does noi exhaust the possibilites of what 
may be teamed from the register. At the end indices of personal names and 
place-names, tabi es and maps follow. The index of personal names was· rnaEle 
seperately for Uk.rainians, Poles, Arınenians: Jews and Sout.h-Slavic merc
hants and martolases d welling in Kam'janec' 

The full text of fortl!coıning publication is already entered in" the com
puter although a considerable work stili has to be done. At !his vlace I would 
appreciate all possible comments and siggestionş so that u. ':l.iminate as 
many faul~ and shotcomings as po~sible. · 

/ 


